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Fame Cove 

 

Since our last report to NACCAi the circumstances relating to Fame Cove have changed dramatically. 

The owners of the land Mr and Mrs Dong Fang Lee have had $270 million of their assets plus a 

further $36 million interest frozen by the Federal Court pending payment of outstanding tax to the 

ATO. 

As this massive outstanding debt may lead to the sequestration of the Lee’s assets if the debt is not 

met. 

 This Subcommittee has again approached the Treasurer and Minister for Energy and Environment 

Mathew Kean with the support and assistance of Hon Kate Washington regarding Fame Cove land 

becoming an addition to the National Park Estate as it has been previously stated the National Parks 

Service would consider acquiring the land should it become available. 

MidCoast Council officers and Councillor Len Roberts have also indicated their support for this 

proposal. 

Council is concerned that the asset freeze on funds imposed is preventing the restoration and 

rehabilitation work proposed in earlier Land and Environment Court orders from proceeding as 

sections of the land are in a vulnerable condition. 

The matter is to return to the Federal Court 3 December for consideration.   

 

Roads and Drainage 

Drainage 

Following the completion of the NAC drainage report by the subcommittee, Council now has a list of 

priorities to focus on. 

Over the past few months Council has undertaken a large drainage improvement project to upgrade 

the drainage pipes through 70 Cove Boulevarde, drain cleaning on some roads, and sealing of the 

western section of Merriwa Rd and the Casuarina Park access road. 

The next major project to be undertaken is improvements to the drainage easement through 91 

Promontory Way to Heros Beach. To date Council has not provided a timeline for this work. 

Council has also commenced an investigation into drainage channel issues adjacent to The Esplanade 

east which are causing shoreline erosion and water ponding at low tide resulting in offensive odours 

from rotting vegetation. 

Roads 

The subcommittee recently completed a detailed draft report on traffic and signage in the village 

and the roads into North Arm Cove. Feedback from residents was provided in October, and the 

subcommittee is currently finalising the report taking into account the resident feedback. The final 

version of the report will be submitted to Council for discussion and development of an action plan, 

and a copy of the report will be placed on the website.  



A special thank you to Seamus Devlin for his work on the roads and drainage subcommittee. Seamus 

has left North Arm Cove and has moved to the other side of Port Stephens. This leaves Gary Sylvaney 

as the only member of this subcommittee. If any members would like to join the subcommittee and 

work with Gary on roads and drainage improvements they would be welcome. 

Heros Beach 

In May a grant application for $240k was lodged for a grant from the Stronger Country Communities 

Fund Round 4 to bitumen seal the Heros Beach assess road and carpark, drainage works, 

landscaping, and install kayak and dinghy racks. Shawna Hartley played a key role in working up this 

application – Shawna, thank you for the work you put into this. 

The results of the grant applications under this program were due to be announced in September, 

but this has now been extended, and we are advised that they are still under assessment. 

Two of the subcommittee members (Robyn Gee and Jan Walker) have resigned from NACCAi and 

thus the subcommittee. This leaves Elizabeth Hall as the only member of this subcommittee. If any 

members would like to join the subcommittee and work with Elizabeth on improvements to Heros 

Beach they would be welcome.  

 

Aquaculture 

OISAS Public Exhibition: The main planning document for the oyster industry, the NSW Oyster 

Industry Sustainable Aquaculture Strategy 2021 Fourth Edition (OISAS 2021) has just been released. 

The subcommittee made a comprehensive submission to the draft document in May covering many 

subjects and making some positive suggestions. The public consultation is one of the last things to 

happen before the Strategy is finalised. The subcommittee has made comprehensive submissions to 

all four editions and there has never been a single change to any of the documents as a result of our 

submissions. The aquaculture industry and other government departments are consulted much 

earlier in the process and by the time the public exhibition happens the content and ideology is 

nearly finalised and unlikely to be changed. It would have been good to get some feedback on our 

submission but this did not happen. 

Oyster Lease Marking: In February the subcommittee sent a letter and some drone photos of some 

of the non-compliant oyster leases to DPI Fisheries. We have had no reply, but some of the lease 

markings have been upgraded to comply with the DPI Fisheries rules. 

Fisheries Inspections: We are still confused as to the frequency of the lease inspections and it 

appears that our request for annual inspections off residential areas has been denied. The next 

triennial inspection will be in autumn 2022. 

Illegal Land Clearing: Illegal land clearing occurred in June on the waterfront just north of the village. 

DPI was informed about the risk of pollution of the oyster leases. DPI Fisheries was also informed of 

problems of increasing illegal commercial and non-commercial use of non-urban land and the risk of 

contaminated runoff. In particular, there is a commercial campground just north of the village which 

has the potential to cause contaminated runoff. 

Bundabah Oyster Leases: A barge spent some time moving large posts around on the derelict lease 

just south of Bundabah. We were contacted by a Bundabah resident/member of the 

Pindimar/Bundabah Community Association wanting to know what was going on. We went and had 



a look. We already knew that the derelict lease was to be re-leased with conditions regarding 

rehabilitation and removing the old posts. Some of the old posts have been used to hang the lines 

for floating cultivation and there was already some cultivation in place. We are lucky that it is a long 

way from our shore. The structures are quite ugly and the baskets sit higher in the water than the 

baskets on the leases adjacent to our side of the Cove. The Bundabah resident had no objection to 

the lease but was unhappy about not being told what was going on, especially with all the noise. This 

is another example of the “Good Neighbour “policy in the OISAS being meaningless. 

Website 

The website continues to provide information and news to the Cove Community. An email is sent 

every week to all registered users giving links to the latest articles on the website. Most weeks there 

are two or three new articles or notices. 

Contributions: It would be good if we had a few more people interested in contributing articles or 

notices or willing to be editors of some of the special interest groups. Contributing to the website is 

easy with instructions under the drop-down menu “My Web”. Training can be provided. 

Alternatively, Janine is happy to load articles and pictures for you. 

Sponsors: Our website relies on sponsors to cover the costs. We have the space for 24 sponsors. We 

currently have 3 sponsors paid until 2024, 4 sponsors paid until 2023 and 11 sponsors paid until 

2022, making a total of 18 with 6 slots still available. Funds raised this year have been $805. 

Security: Security upgrades are required every now and then. Bob R and Tony H have continued to 

do the upgrades and Doug K has provided the technical expertise. Doug has told us that the website 

platform will not be supported after November 2022. We need to decide whether to continue with 

the current platform and just accept the security risks, or whether to upgrade the website. This is a 

lot of work and Doug is the only one with the expertise. If we decide to upgrade, we may consider 

applying for a grant to get the work carried out commercially. 

 

 

 


